Product Catalog
Water filters • Filtering cartridges • Water carafe • Bottle filter

filter jugs
DAFI - taste matters
Tap water can be as good as bottled one. Thanks to Dafi water filter you will
improve the taste of drinking water, your meals and drinks based on it.
You will discover the true taste of water which is undisturbed by pollution as
well as beverages and meals prepared from filtered water. Dafi filter removes
effectively anything that interferes with its flavor – like: heavy metals (lead,
copper), chlorine, or limescale and lets you enjoy the pure and tasty water.
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filter jugs
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A functional device that
combines

benefits

of

filtering with an elegant way
of serving your favourite
water. An ergonomic jug
made from high quality glass

CRYSTAL classic 2L
Best product for filtering and serving freshly filtered water
Crystal Jug is a functional table decoration. It combines filtering benefits and elegant beverage serving. It can be successfully
used as a stylish carafe. Made from high quality glass and with great attention paid to the ergonomics. Filters AlkalineUP
as well as MineralUP are dedicated to this jug. The jug is equipped with legible LED reminder which reminds about filter
replacement date.

is a great replacement for
a carafe. The jug can work

• Total capacity - 2L

with MineralUP, a magnesium

• Filtered water - 1L

mineraliser, and AlkalineUP.

• Stylish and space saving design
• Always visible filter exchange reminder
ensures best quality of filtered water
• Smart filling lid
• Filter exchange reminders: LED sensor
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Highest quality glass

LED sensor

Easy filling

Dafi glass filtering jug is made of
borosilicate glass. It is characterized by
high thermal and chemical resistance,
defined by the ISO 3585 Standard. Dafi
glass jug is very environmentally - friendly
and in terms of environmental protection
it is absolutely faultless.

LED sensor reminder with built-in motion
sensor indicates the status of the filter
every time the jug is lifted. If the LED lights
up in blue - your filter works property.
If the LED lights up in red - the filter should
be replaced.

Hinged tab opens automatically under the
pressure of water flow, allowing to fill a jug
without removing the lid.

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

200x200x260

1,15

6

620x220x540

9,5

120

20

1200x800x2350

filter jugs with classic filter
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ATRIA classic 2,4L

LUNA classic 3,3L

Dafi Atria can accommodate 1,2 L of filtered water and has been designed especially for people who use water for preparing beverages or drink water in pure form. It is also a great product for people who rarely cook. Functional lid protects from
impurities, while manual reminder enables monitoring filter replacement date.

The jug is available in Classic model with the capacity ideal for people who spend lots of time cooking. The good shape and
ergonomics make the jug being considered exceptionally elegant which satisfies the needs of every user.

• Total capacity - 2,4L

• Total capacity - 3,3L

LED sensor
reminder

• Filtered water - 1,2L
• Space saving design

• Space saving design

• Fits most fridge doors

• Fits most fridge doors

• Sliding lid

• Sliding lid
calendar
reminder

• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder

LED sensor
reminder

• Filtered water - 1,5L

calendar
reminder

• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

260x105x260

0,9

10

525x275x530

9

240

24

1200x800x2500

275x125x280

1

10

620x285x570

10

160

16

1200x800x2500

ASTRA classic 3L

SINTRA classic 4L

Combination of streamlined and delicate shape of the jug and high quality materials used in production, have created a
modern product which is not only useful but also a great decoration for your kitchen.

Water filtering jug is dedicated for cooking. Hight capacity of the jug, enables preparing meals for whole family. Despite
its dimensions, Sintra jug is as convenient in use as smaller models of filtering jugs. Ergonomic and solid handle makes jug
easier to use, whereas non-sliding pad ensures a stable position.

• Total capacity - 3L

LED sensor
reminder

• Filtered water - 1,5L
• Stylish and space saving design

• Total capacity - 4L

• Fits most fridge doors

• Filtered water - 2L

• Always visible filter exchange reminder
ensures best quality of filtered water

• Easy filling lid
calendar
reminder

• Smart filling lid

LED sensor
reminder

• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder

calendar
reminder

• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder
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Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

260x120x280

1

10

610x275x570

10

160

16

1200x800x2500

260x145x270

1,1

10

725x280x545

11

160

16

1200x800x2500

filter jugs with classic filter

filter jugs with classic filter
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Mila filtering jug is a modern, elegant
and practical solution for every kitchen.
Properly designed lid allows the removal

MILA unimax 3L
Universal filtering jug which combines attractive design and convenient use. This is the functional product chosen by people
who cook frequently. Its modern design fits in décor of every kitchen perfectly. Available in wide variety of colours..

of the LED indicator. Mila Unimax enables to filter up to 200 liters of tasty
and healthy water per month. Design of
• Total capacity - 3L

the product meet the tastes of the most

• Filtered water - 1,5L

demanding customers.

• Smart filling lid
• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder
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Easy cleaning

LED sensor

Easy filling

Removable LED indicator enables safety
wash of the lids in a dishwasher. It
facilitates quick and easy replacement of
LED indicator at a time when the batteries
are discharged.

LED sensor reminder with built-in motion
sensor indicates the status of the filter
every time the jug is lifted. If the LED lights
up in blue - your filter works property.
If the LED lights up in red - the filter should
be replaced.

Hinged tab opens automatically under the
pressure of water flow, allowing to fill a jug
without removing the lid.

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

260x120x280

1

10

610x275x570

10

160

16

1200x800x2500
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ASTRA unimax 3L

OMEGA unimax 4L

Universal filtering jug which combines attractive design and convenient use. This is the functional product chosen by people
who cook frequently. Its modern design fits in décor of every kitchen perfectly. Available in wide variety of colours.

Thanks to streamlined and modern shape combined with high capacity, Omega has a broad scope of application in every
kitchen. The jug can accommodate 2L of filtered water what makes it ideal for preparing meals. Unimax filters enable to
purify up to 200L of water. Filter exchange date can be monitored by manual reminder.

• Total capacity - 3L
• Filtered water - 1,5L
• Stylish and space saving design

• Total capacity - 4L

LED sensor
reminder

• Fits most fridge doors

• Space saving design

• Always visible filter exchange
reminder ensures best quality of
filtered water

• Fits most fridge doors
• Smart filling lid
• Filter exchange reminders: LED
sensor, calendar reminder

• Smart filling lid
calendar
reminder

• Filter exchange reminders: LED
sensor, calendar reminder

calendar
reminder

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

260x120x280

1

10

610x275x570

10

160

16

1200x800x2500

260x150x280

1,1

10

760x275x570

12

160

16

1200x800x2500

LUNA unimax 3,3L

SINTRA unimax 4L

The jug is available in Unimax model with the capacity ideal for people who spend lots of time cooking. The proper shape
and ergonomics make the jug being considered exceptionally elegant which satisfies the needs of every user.

Dedicated to cooking, thanks to its high capacity, enables preparing meals for whole family. Despite its dimensions, Sintra
jug is as convenient in use as smaller models of filtering jugs. Ergonomic and solid handle makes jug easier to use, whereas
non-sliding pad ensures a stable position

LED sensor
reminder

• Total capacity - 3,3L
• Filtered water - 1,5L

LED sensor
reminder

• Total capacity - 4L

• Space saving design

• Filtered water - 2L

• Fits most fridge doors

• Easy filling lid

• Sliding lid

• Filter exchange reminders:
LED sensor, calendar reminder

• Filter exchange reminders: LED
sensor, calendar reminder
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LED sensor
reminder

• Filtered water - 2L

calendar
reminder

calendar
reminder

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units
per carton

Dimensions of master
carton (mm)

Weight of master carton
(kg)

Units
per pallet

Master cartons per
pallet

Dimensions of pallet
(mm)

275x125x280

1

10

620x285x570

10

160

16

1200x800x2500

265x145x270

1,1

10

725x280x545

11

160

16

1200x800x2500

filter jugs with unimax filter

filter jugs with unimax filter
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S E N S O R

User will never miss filter exchange date.

LED sensor reminder

LED sensor reminder with built-in motion sensor
indicates the status of the filter every time the
jug is being re-filled with tap water. If the blue light
flashes - your filter is good. If the red light flashes
- the filter should be replaced. The LED starts
flashing red automatically when filter exchange is
required.

sells more filters!

Blue light
your filter is still good
for use

Yellow light
prepare to replace
the filter

Red light
change your filter

Calendar
exchange reminder only

Calendar exchange reminder
Reminds about the monthly filter exchange.

12

filter replacement reminders

3-4

sold filter per year

S E N S O R
reminder

12

sold filter per year
filter replacement reminders
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replacement

water filters
Thanks to advanced technology, Dafi filters soften tap water and remove
mechanical impurities, heavy metals and chlorine – all which disturb natural
taste of water. A properly selected filtering mixture allows improvement

DAFI classic

DAFI unimax

of approximately 150L - 200L of water - depending on its quality. Monthly

Classic cartridge is an older filter model – proven and

Unimax cartridge is an universal filter that fits the jugs

perfected in every detail to efficiently purify smaller

of other manufacturers. Due to that fact people who

amounts of water. An additional advantage of this

have products different from Dafi jugs, can use our fil-

filter is the fact that it fits the jugs of other manu-

ters and enjoy clear water in their kitchens.

replacement of the filter optimizes the process of filtration.

facturers.
Unimax cartridges are designed to filter greater amoClassic cartridge is designed for people whose de-

unts of water, whereby it is recommended to those

mand for water is not high, thus its efficiency is slightly

who cook a lot and often. Thanks to these filters you

smaller, in comparison to Unimax cartridge. Classic

can easily and quickly (within about 2 minutes) purify

system is a perfect solution for those, who prepare

water in the jug for soup or stew. Depending on total

beverages in the kitchen, rather than cook. It is im-

water hardness, the cartridge functions properly for

portant to replace classic cartridges every 30 days in

approximately 30 days. Once the aforementioned pe-

order to maintain efficiency and hygiene of filtration.

riod of time has expired the cartridges should be replaced in order to ensure an access to clear and tasty
water.

Dafi classic filter provides up to 150 liters
of crystal clean water.
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Dafi unimax filter provides up to 200 liters
of crystal clean water.

replacement water filters
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Standard

Protect+

Standard filters contain properly selected and constantly monitored filtering bed, consisted of activated carbon and ion

Cartridges for hard water, due to more content of ion exchange resin are recommended to tap water with increased hardness i.e. causing faster scaling inside appliances.

exchange resin. Thanks to this proper selection of substances standard filter softens the water (what prevents scaling
inside kitchen appliances), clears the tap water from heavy metals content, chlorine, its compounds and other unwanted
substances and lastly improve the overall quality of water.

protects
home appliances
against limescale

removes
heavy metals
and chlorine

Unique technology adjusted to hard water!

improves
the taste
of tap water

removes heavy
metals and chlorine

only in clear water.

– the guarantee of efficiency
2

The upper cap of the filter captures mechanical
impurities. Appropriately
designed ensures proper
circulation of water being
filtrated.

16

3

Filtering mesh stops sediment and suspension such
as: foam, grease and rust
that appear in water.

4

Activated carbon reduces
chlorine and organic compounds that may appear
in tap water. Removes its
unpleasant smell as well as
improves taste.

improves the taste
of tap water

Even the best tea or coffee
gives its full aroma and flavour

5 filtration levels
1

maximum protection
appliances

Water filtration is therefore reliable way to enjoy the taste of delicious meals and beverages.

5

Ion exchange resin removes out of water some
heavy metals, helps capture compounds responsible for limescale. Thanks to
this water is softened and
cloudy sediment does not
occur.

The lower cover with microporous structure carries out mechanical filtration again, in order to
ensure the highest quality
of water.

Product

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

60x60x135

0,12

60

380x330x285

7

2160

36

1200x800x2000

2-pack

60x120x135

0,22

30

380x330x285

7

1080

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x180x135

0,33

20

380x330x285

7

720

36

1200x800x2000

4-pack

60x240x135

0,44

20

330x260x555

9

540

27

1200x800x2000

6-pack

180x125x135

0,66

12

285x385x290

8

432

36

1200x800x2000

15-pack

335x180x130

1,7

4

380x330x275

7

144

36

1200x800x2000

non-filtered
water

filtered
water

Protect+ filter compared to standard filter contains up to 15% more deposits
of protecting appliances against limescale.
Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

60x60x135

0,12

60

380x330x285

7

2160

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x180x135

0,33

20

380x330x285

7

720

36

1200x800x2000

Product

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

Product

Product

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

80x50x135

0,14

60

330x260x555

8,5

1620

27

1200x800x2000

2-pack

60x180x135

0,33

20

380x330x285

7

720

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x240x135

0,42

20

330x260x555

8,5

540

27

1200x800x2000

1-pack

80x50x135

0,14

60

330x260x555

8,5

1620

27

1200x800x2000

10-pack

335x180x130

1,4

4

380x330x275

6

144

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x240x135

0,42

20

330x260x555

8,5

540

27

1200x800x2000

replacement water filters

replacement water filters
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replacement smart filters

W AT E R W I T H M A G N E S I U M

Water full of flavour and health
MineralUP filters not only ensure effective water purification, but also enrich it with

minerals

magnesium, which is the basis of a healthy diet and keeps your body in balance.

18

chlorine, bad taste
and odor

pH up to 7.8

heavy metals

better taste

replacement smart filters
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The magnesium filter is designed for people who want to improve the quality of their tap water and make it ideal for drinking and cooking. The water filtered with the MineralUP filter is the best alternative to bottled water. The magnesium makes
the water healthier and better tasting.

makes water with
approximately
30 mg/l

mineralizes
water

improves the taste
of tap water

Magnesium

- is an element of life

Magnesium is needed for life just as much as the water itself.
So why not combine and drink water enriched with this bio
element? Dafi brand offers such a solution to its customers, with the MineralUP filters which filtering bed has been
enriched with magnesium ions. By using them in the kitchen,
you can not only clean the tap water and remove chlorine,
but also enrich it with magnesium. Thus coffee, tea, juice or
food prepared on the basis of filtered water will become
even tastier, and above all, be a source of magnesium in the
daily diet.

- magnesium should be an essential element of your daily
diet. This mineral reduces stress, lowers blood pressure,
improves learning processes, prevents atherosclerosis
and cardiac arrhythmias.

bones
hear t

The human body absorbs best magnesium from the water
just because the water does not pass through the complicated processes of digestion. While drinking filtered water
through the MineralUP filters, you can be sure that magnesium deficiency would be levelled every day. This should
avoid the states of fatigue, depression, muscle spasms, cardiovascular diseases, etc.

mg2+

the
nervous
system

muscles

digestive
system

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

60x60x135

0,12

60

380x330x285

7

2160

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x180x135

0,33

20

380x330x285

7

720

36

1200x800x2000

Product

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

80x50x135

0,14

60

330x260x555

8,5

1620

27

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x240x135

0,42

20

330x260x555

8,5

540

27

1200x800x2000

Product
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brain

replacement smart filters
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replacement smart filters

CLEANS AND ALKALIZES WATER

In order to meet dietary needs of twenty-first century’s society Dafi company
has developed a new water filter. AlkalineUP. It has a unique and innovatory

minerals

feature, which alkalines tap water through a special ceramic bed. In addition the

pH up to 8.5-9

AlkalineUP filter has the ability to reduce the chemicals in tap water.

chlorine taste and odor

22

negative ORP potential
better taste

replacement smart filters
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In order to meet dietary needs of twenty-first century’s society Dafi company has developed a new water filter AlkalineUP.
It has a unique and innovatory feature, which alkalines tap water through a special ceramic bed. In addition the AlkalineUP
filter has the ability to reduce the chemicals in tap water.

maintain the proper pH
in the body

slows
the aging process

reduces the acidity
of the body

AlkalineUP water filter is a simple and affordable solution for comfortable obtaining of water with the highest qualities of health and taste.
pH kwasowe

pH neutralne

acid pH

neutral pH

Alkaline
pH alkaliczne
alkaline pH

Features of AlkalineUP filters

ALKALIZING

“Modern” diet consists mainly of food products, which acidifies the body. Most common are the meat and meat
products, white flour, coffee, alcoholic beverages, pasteurized juices, fish and seafood, breads, rolls, sweets, eggs, soda,
etc. The list of alkaline products consists mainly of fresh fruits, vegetables, and possibly non-carbonated mineral water
(but not all kinds of water), etc. Not surprisingly, maintenance of normal acid-alkaline balance with a common diet is
a difficult task. A deficiency of alkaline substances increases the acidity of the body and lowers the alkalinity of the
blood. The body tries to remove the acid generated during metabolism with the urine, sweat and exhaled air in order
to neutralize it. Consuming the recommended amount of fluid (about 1.5-2 liters per day) in the form of filtered alkaline
water helps in maintaining proper acid-alkaline balance.

FILTERING

The “AlkalineUP” filtering cartridges have in their composition an activated carbon, which has an excellent ability to
remove chemical contaminants that may be present in tap water, especially chlorine and its compounds.

MINERALIZING

FLAVOURED

The “AlkalineUP” filter purifies tap water from substances, such as chlorine and impurities precipitated from the water
supply system, and gives a better tasting water so that you can enjoy healthy and clean water every time you want to
quench your thirst.

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

60x60x135

0,12

60

380x330x285

7

2160

36

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x180x135

0,33

20

380x330x285

7

720

36

1200x800x2000

Product

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single
unit (kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

1-pack

80x50x135

0,14

60

330x260x555

8,5

1620

27

1200x800x2000

3-pack

60x240x135

0,42

20

330x260x555

8,5

540

27

1200x800x2000

Product
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The “AlkalineUP” filter increases amount of minerals in tap water thanks to special ceramic bed.

replacement smart filters
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water carafe
A unique style

and an innovative solution
- our carafe has all the attributes of a perfect product. Its functionality
and ease of use makes preparing your favourite drink very simple.

26

water carafe
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CARAFE for filtered water 1L
Slimly and carefully manufactured, will certainly find a place in a modern dining room, as a table decoration. A lack of tasty
and healthy drink will never happen to you again. Just pour the water from Dafi filter into carafe, add lemon and / or other
additives such as mint or juice and a refreshing beverage is ready.
Made of high quality glass, the Dafi carafe for water is a convenient accessory for all users of filtering jugs, and more.
Equipped with lid preserves freshness, protects our drink from unwanted odours and external impurities. In order to match
our carafe to the needs and tastes of our customers, the lid is available in different colours.

Easy filling

Just three steps will
provide you with a tasty
and healthy drink based
on filtered water.

Firm grip while serving
1. Pour tap water into the Dafi
filtering jug. After a while it will
become clear and tasty.

2. Pour filtered water into
the Dafi carafe, which has
been designed so that
serving fresh water and your
favourite drinks on its basis
would be comfortable.

Stable base

28

3. Add filtered water to the
Dafi carafe, fresh juice
from Dafi squeezer and
your favourite herbs or
fruits.

water carafe
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filtering bottle
Let the water be with you!
Wherever you go, whenever you want!
Filtering bottle has been designed for people who are active, practise sport
regularly and lead healthy lifestyle. Thanks to its small and handy design, you
can have your Dafi bottle wherever you go without concerning about the quality
of consumed tap water.

30

filtering bottle
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Enjoying
active life?

FILTERING BOTTLE 0,5L
Bottle is equipped with unique carbon filter which removes chlorine and improves taste and odor of tap water. Replaceable
filter consists of activated carbon, made from coconut shells.

Anatomical and leak proof
spout for sport activities

1 filter is able to replace up to 300
single serve 16.9 oz. water bottles
Long-lasting, light and handy

High efficiency and laboratory tested
carbon block filter made of 100%
pure coconut shell

Reusable, for those who care
about the environment

Capacity 16.9 oz. /0.5 l

16.9 oz
0.5 l

Preserves necessary
Calcium & Magnesium
minerals

Filtering bottle was designed for people who appreciate the role of the regular
irrigation of the organism, do sports and practice a healthy lifestyle.
Thanks to its small size and ergonomic design, you can always carry Dafi bottle with you and you do not need to worry about
the quality of tap water. Dafi filtering bottle is completely BPA-free and approved for contact with water. One exchangeable filter replaces 300 half-liter PET bottles, thanks to this, the environment doesn’t get about 26,4 kg of plastic annually!

32

filtering bottle

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single unit
(kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

70x70x235

0,9

12

295x225x240

1,3

1152

96

1200x800x2070

Dimensions of single
packaging (mm)

Weight of single unit
(kg)

Units per
carton

Dimensions of
master carton (mm)

Weight of master
carton (kg)

Units per
pallet

Master cartons
per pallet

Dimensions
of pallet (mm)

85x70x70

0,06

20

180x225x155

1,2

3120

156

1200x800x2250

filtering bottle
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Wobblers

TV ads

Multimedia display

dafi’s way

LCD display
with promo movies

ALWAYS ON TIME

Leaflets

Posters / Stickers
The colours of the products in the photos may slightly differ from the real colours.

For many years Dafi has been delivering products on time to many
countries around the globe.
Well-organized distribution, transport and warehousing system allows us to keep low ordering costs.
Convenient localization of our company in the Central Europe and closeness to several seaports and
airports allows us to lower the transport costs.
Dafi guarantees its customers loading and shipping as well as export customs clearance. Safe and
on-time delivery is our priority.

Advertising stands

Products are Designed
and Manufactured in Europe only
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Designing and manufacturing of the products is carried
out under Quality Management System ISO, 9001:2008

Product displays
Promo display
marketing support
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manufacturer:

contact:

Visit our websites:

FORMASTER S.A.,

EXPORT DEPARTMENT

www.dafi.info

Fabryczna 24, 25-818 Kielce,
POLAND

formaster@formaster.com

www.formaster.com

tel. +48 41 346 48 10
2016/ /J

fax +48 41 346 48 70

